
Peter: The Redemption

A servant of Christ, a mad ruler, and a soldier of Rome – to 
save his people is a choice between life or salvation 

An inspiring Biblical story of love, courage, and unwavering faith, 
brought to life on the screen with stars John Rhys-Davis (Lord of the 
Rings) and Stephen Baldwin (The Usual Suspects).  

The Emperor Nero (Baldwin) has imprisoned the Apostle Peter 
(Rhys-Davis) and, attempting to gain a confession from him, has 
tortured him close to death. Nero orders Susanna, a servant of his 
wife, to keep him alive. During her visits to the prison, Susanna 
develops a relationship with Martinian, a Roman soldier.  Infl uenced 
by both his feelings for Susanna and the stories of Peter, Martinian 
comes to realise that it is not the Christians who are the criminals, 
but rather his own Emperor.

This poignant story of redemption, featuring a powerhouse 
appearance from Baldwin as Nero, pitted against cinema veteran 
Rhys-Davis’s Peter, with up and coming star Stephen Byers as the 
torn guard Martinian, is lavish and unforgettable, in the best tradition 
of Hollywood epics. 

Joseph and Mary

Hunted by soldiers, he will lead his people and deliver his 
father’s message… and save us all

A rousing retelling of the great Biblical story, starring Kevin Sorbo 
(Hercules) as Joseph, set in the years before Jesus became the man 
that ultimately changed the course of humanity forever.

P R E S S  R E L E A S E

Peter: The Redemption/ 
Joseph and Mary 

Overview:

Two extraordinary and inspirational Biblical tales are retold in the exhilarating feature fi lms,  Peter: The Redemption 
and Joseph and Mary, with all star casts including Kevin Sorbo, Stephen Baldwin and John Rhys-Davis. 
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Peter: The Redemption

Release dates:  Digital: 26th Sept    
  DVD: 17th Oct

Director: Leif Bristow 

Stars:  John Rhys-Davies 
  Stephen Baldwin 
  Steve Byers 
  Bobbie Phillips 

Joseph and Mary  

Release dates:  Digital and DVD: 
  7th November

Director: Roger Christian

Stars:  Kevin Sorbo 
  Lara Jean Chorostecki 
  Katie Boland

Contact / Order Media:

Emma Mountain - Emma@fetch.fm
Elle McAtamney - Elle@fetch.fm



The devout Rabbi Elijah has sworn to avenge the deaths of two innocents slaughtered by King Herod the Great; but 
when Elijah meets a Joseph, Mary and their young son Jesus, the beliefs fuelling his revenge are put into question. 
Should he kill, or should he choose forgiveness, contradicting every scripture upheld by Elijah’s forefathers?

Stunningly filmed in breath-taking locations, and with a masterful performance from the brilliant Kevin Sorbo, Joseph and 
Mary is a stirring and extraordinary testament to the power of compassion, and love.


